
 

 

Navigating Life With 
Chronic Illness 

 “ I can't change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to always reach my 

destination. “ -Jimmy Dean 
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Join us for 7 days of support, education and fun aboard the 
Norwegian Breakaway  

All Aboard... 
Sail away for 7 days with the Dysautonomia Support Network October 29th, 2017 from NYC to FL and the 

Bahamas aboard The Norwegian Breakaway. This conference cruise was designed specifically for our 
members who have trouble tolerating traditional conferences due to long conference schedules and lack of 
rest periods. Many patients also leave traditional conferences with a lot of information but still longing to 
feel connected with other. Some leave without the tools to manage life with the unique challenges that 

chronic and complex illness bring. 

Join our DSN board members, volunteers, chapter members and their loved ones as we embark on a journey 
of discovery together. This week will offer guest speakers, skills workshops, DSN meetings, exclusive social 
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events, an awareness day and more. You can connect, get inspired, learn and enjoy a tropical vacation at 
your own pace on a beautiful, handicap accessible ship with plentiful dining options to meet most needs 

and medical staff available 24/7. Cruising is a perfect environment for our members who tend to be night 
owls or live life on an alternate schedule.  

“ 
When we least expect it, life sets us a challenge to test our courage and willingness to 

change; at such a moment, there is no point in pretending that nothing has happened or 
in saying that we are not yet ready. The challenge will not wait. Life does not look back.  

-Paulo Coelho 

” 
Find direction, community & hope for tomorrow... 

There is plenty to do aboard the Norwegian 
Breakaway and many specials available for 
those traveling with our group. Bring your 
spouse, friend, or the whole family and enjoy the 
DSN community, the ship, Florida or the 
Bahamas. Call the DSN cruise desk at 
1-800-772-0847 for more information, special 
amenities and special pricing today! 
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Call the DSN cruise desk at 1-800-772-0847 today for more 
information, prices or to book your cabin today! 

 

 


